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1 Introduction
In our previous experiments, a new phenomenon was found at diffusion combustion of round and plane
hydrogen microjets, that is, the generation of a specific flow structure close to the nozzle exit which is
referred to as a “bottleneck flame region”, see Refs. [1-6]. The appearance of this region is strongly
dependent on the jet velocity as well as on the acoustic frequency and sound pressure level in the case
of controlled acoustic forcing of the jet. In particular, the shape and the size of “bottleneck flame
region” become different with growth of the microjet efflux velocity, simultaneously, the intensity of
sound generated by the burning hydrogen jet sharply increases. The main characteristics of the
“bottleneck flame region” depending on the size of the nozzle exit and the flow rate (the efflux
velocity) of both round and plane microjets are presented in Refs [1-6]. It is shown that at increase of
the efflux velocity, an ellipsoidal «bottleneck flame region» of the hydrogen microjet transforms to a
spherical one with its extent being reduced. This particular flow area covers a part of the nozzle exit
and is surrounded by a thin layer of high density gradient of the burning mixture of hydrogen with
ambient air. In the «bottleneck flame region» the hydrogen microjet is found as a laminar one. When
passing through the layer of density gradient, the microjet suddenly becomes turbulent so that mixing
of the laminar jet with surrounding air in the spherical «bottleneck flame region» is displaced by
turbulent burning of hydrogen.
With growth of the efflux velocity U (the volume flow rate Q) the flame structure of the subsonic
hydrogen microjet and the combustion process undergo visible transformation including variations of
the shape and the size of the «bottleneck flame region». In the turbulent part of microjet the flame
detachment is observed while the combustion still occurs in the «bottleneck flame region». A matter of
much interest is the behavior of microjet at further increase of the efflux velocity up to transonic are
supersonic values. Before focusing on this subject some comments on the design of the nozzles
generating high-speed jets seem useful, for more details see Refs. [7-9].
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Consider an isentropic stationary flow through the nozzle. In a one-dimensional approximation, values
of pressure р, density , and flow velocity v are averaged over the nozzle cross section S. If so, the
Euler equation gives:
vdv/dx = -  -1dp/dx

(1)

where х – is the streamwise distance from the nozzle axis. Then, the continuity equation vS = const
and the sonic speed taken as c2 = dp/d yield:
(v2 – с2)dv/v = c2dS/S

(2)

The latter relation shows that at v < с (subsonic flow) the terms dv and dS have opposite signs, that is,
for the growth of flow velocity along the nozzle (dv > 0) its cross section should be reduced (dS <0) at
increase of the x-coordinate. Otherwise, at v > с (supersonic flow) the signs of dv and dS are the same
and the flow velocity gets higher (dv >0) at the expanding cross section (dS >0). Basically, the above
behavior is an effect of compressibility at a supersonic speed so that the density of fluid drops faster
along the nozzle than the flow velocity grows. Then, according to the continuity equation, the reduction
of density is balanced by the increase of the cross section S. The equality of v and с leads to dS = 0 with
a minimum of function S(x). As a result, the subsonic nozzle has a convergent profile (Fig.1a). The
highest velocity which can be reached in a convergent nozzle equals to the speed of sound and is
attained at the nozzle exit.
A supersonic (de Laval) nozzle is designed as a combination of the convergent and the divergent
profiles (Fig.1b). The pressure рс at the exit of subsonic nozzle is always equal to that of the
surrounding fluid ра. Initially, at increasing р0 and a constant ра, the velocity vc at the exit of subsonic
nozzle goes up. Once the value of р0 is high enough, the velocity vc no longer grows at further increase
of р0. Such a behavior is known as nozzle chocking. In this case, the mean velocity of the jet at the
nozzle exit becomes equal to the local sonic speed and referred to as a critical velocity. If so, physical
properties of fluid are also considered as critical ones, the basic configuration representing a sonic
nozzle.

Fig. 1. Subsonic (a) and supersonic (b) nozzles.

The narrowest cross section of a supersonic nozzle is the critical one. The line v = с which marks the
transition from subsonic to supersonic velocity is located in the vicinity of the minimal cross section of
the nozzle, thus, the mean velocity in the critical section is always close to the sonic speed. The
reduced velocity vc/c = Mc and pressure pc/p0 at the exit of supersonic nozzle depend on the ratio of the
exit cross section Sc to the critical cross section, only, and do not change in a wide range of p0/pа. When
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the exit pressure of a supersonic nozzle equals to the ambient one (pc = pа)', a current flow mode takes
place, otherwise an of-nominal flow regime is observed. In the latter case, expansion waves are
generated outside the nozzle at рс > ра while shock waves are found outside or inside the nozzle at рс <
ра. When the flow passes through the expansion waves or the shock waves the pressure becomes equal
to ра.
In conditions of non-isentropic and non-adiabatic flow, the equation (2) is supplemented with the terms
standing for friction, mass and heat transfer, and mechanical work. Thus, the supersonic range can be
achieved not only in an appropriate nozzle configuration. A subsonic flow in the channel of a fixed
cross section is accelerated at heat and mass supply (thermal and flow nozzles) and mechanical work
by gas (mechanical nozzle), with the opposite effects in a supersonic flow.
In Ref. [10] the experimental data on diffusion combustion of round hydrogen microjets emanating
from different micronozzles including thick-walled de Laval quasi-nozzles are reported. At the microjet
velocity approaching the transonic range, the flow was not further accelerated at increase of hydrogen
consumption because of the nozzle chocking. In these conditions, the supersonic regime can be
achieved with convergent-divergent (de Laval) nozzles. In the nozzle throat the flow attains the sonic
speed with its following acceleration in the diffuser. However, because of gas compressibility and
density variations, the temperature factor, a particular nozzle configuration and its size, etc., the
combustion still occurs in the subsonic area, i.e., the nozzle chocking takes place in the throat. Also, the
experimental results of Ref. [10] showed that the diffusion combustion of round hydrogen microjet
with the «bottleneck flame region» is stabilized at subsonic velocities. The «bottleneck flame region»
was observed in a wide range of the hydrogen flow rate at the jet velocity close to the transonic values.
Heating of the thick-walled micronozzle with a large heat capacity by the «bottleneck flame region»
had a pronounced effect on the microjet combustion and resulted in the nozzle chocking.
Results of additional experimental studies of the round hydrogen microjet evolution at its ignition far
from the nozzle exit are presented in the work [10] also. At the same time, in the narrow velocity range
of a microjet efflux, flame separation from the nozzle exit, «bottleneck flame region» loss and
existence of supersonic cells both in the microjet, and flame is found (see section 7 from the work
[10]). This observation denotes attributes of the hydrogen microjet supersonic combustion.
It should be noted, however, that all results of researches presented in the work [10] below are carried
out in the conditions of the hydrogen microjet ignition near the nozzle exit.
In the present study we deal with the diffusion combustion of round hydrogen microjets with the focus
of thin-walled de Laval quasi-nozzles. The issues are the behavior of the «bottleneck flame region» at
different velocities of the microjet and the effects of the nozzle heating on the formation of this
particular flow area at transonic and supersonic speeds. The experimental indications of the subsonic
and supersonic regimes of hydrogen jets and their combustion are considered, as well.
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2

Experimental set-up and procedure

Fig. 2. Experimental set - up: a – nozzle section, b - control unit of the electromagnetic valve, c – hydrogen vessel (100
atm). Removable de Laval quasi-micronozzles: 1 – metallic nozzle, 2 and 3 – nozzles made of pyrex glass.

The experimental scheme is shown in fig. 2. The nozzle section (a) was supplied with hydrogen from a
vessel at a 100-atm pressure (c) via a control unit of the electromagnetic valve 179B from MKS
Instruments (b). Measurement accuracy of the hydrogen volume flow rate, the latter regulated and
displayed by the control unit (b), was within 0.7%. Three thin-walled de Laval quasi-micronozzles
were used: a metallic one (No. 1) and those made of pyrex glass (Nos. 2 and 3) which were fabricated
from microtubes by a glass-blowing technique, thus being different in size and configuration. The
diffusion combustion of hydrogen microjets was recorded by a digital camera Olympus SZ-17 with a
resolution of 12 megapixels along with acquisition of shadow patterns using Tepler device IAB-451
combined with the above camera.
3 Thermal behavior of the round hydrogen microjet at diffusion combustion
Prior to observation of the microjet combustion, temperature characteristics of the micronozzle and of
the flame were determined. For this purpose, at the outer surface of the micronozzle, the latter
representing a thin-walled stainless steel tube with an inner diameter of 0.5 mm, a thermocouple was
installed and the wall temperature was measured at variation of jet velocity. Temperature
characteristics of a micronozzle wall heating at small microjet velocity efflux are detail presented in the
work [11]. Temperature of micronozzle wall fits to the range of 350 - 5000C at small microjet velocities
and gradually decreases with the jet acceleration. Additionally, the temperature of combustion products
in the hydrogen microjet flame was measured using a pneumatic probe technique. The technique of
carrying out these researches and results of measurements of temperature of products of combustion are
also detail presented in the work [11].
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Thus it is found [11] that the temperature factor may have significant effect on the mechanism of
hydrogen microjet diffusion combustion, particularly, due to the «bottleneck flame region» originat ing
in the upstream sections of the jet and heating the nozzle exit. Obviously, the mechanism of
combustion depends on the nozzle size, its configuration, heat capacity of the nozzle and its cooling, if
applied.
4
4.1

Experimental results on diffusion combustion of the round hydrogen microjet
Supersonic metallic thin - walled quasi-micronozzle (No. 1)

Fig. 3. Photo (left) and the sketch (right) of the metallic quasi-micronozzle (No. 1).

The thin-walled metallic quasi-micronozzle with the throat diameter d2 = 0.45 mm is shown in fig. 3.
At the microjet combustion the nozzle is heated by the «bottleneck flame region» with its temperature
exceeding 400 - 5000C (see fig’s. 1, 2 of Ref. [11]). Due to a low thermal capacity of the thin-walled
nozzle (fig. 3), the latter is subject to fast cooling by surrounding air that may have a certain
contribution to the diffusion combustion of hydrogen microjet. As seen in fig.4, the «bottleneck flame
region» rapidly shrinks at the growth of hydrogen volume flow rate in the range of Q = 50 – 82 cm3/s.
At further increase of the volume flow rate the «bottleneck flame region» is no longer observed. The
turbulent flame becomes separated from the nozzle at Q ranging from 95 to 156 cm3/s, the mass flow
rate through the nozzle throat being Q/S = 5.6 – 8.8 g/cm2s, until the microjet combustion is
terminated at Q/S = 9.2 g/cm2 s.
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Fig. 4. The extent of «bottleneck flame region» (l/d) vs hydrogen volume flow rate (Q) and the microjet combustion at
variation of the mass flow rate (Q/S) in the nozzle throat in the absence of «bottleneck flame region».

Note that the microjet efflux velocity taken as U = Q/S makes at Q = 156 cm3/s a transonic value of
about 0.8 of the hydrogen sonic speed. However, the calculation of flow velocity through the above
simple relation seems doubtful as far as a number of factors are ignored. The sharp variations of the
combustion process which are observed here (the disappearance of «bottleneck flame region» and the
flame detachment) as compared to the findings of Ref. [10] for a subsonic microjet suggest that in the
present case we deal with supersonic conditions. This assumption is supported by the flow patterns
taken close to the nozzle exit (Fig. 5).

Fig.5. Shadow images of the supersonic microjet combustion with the detached flame and shock cells: 1 – shock cells,
2 – flame, 3 – micronozzle, 4 – microjet; the hydrogen volume flow rate is 140 (a), 141 (b), 144 (c), and 151 cm3/s (d).

One can see that the detachment of flame is increased at the growth of hydrogen flow rate Q from 140
to 151 cm3/s. Also, in the shadow images of fig. 5 the light spots in the microjet centreplane are visible
which look much similar to the shock cells of a supersonic air microjet, see fig. 2 of Ref. [10]. These
are the indirect evidences of the supersonic combustion of hydrogen microjet, although in the present
experiment the flow velocity was not measured. The transition to supersonic regime is promoted by
heating of the metallic thin-walled micronozzle at its fast cooling by ambient air.
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4.2

Supersonic thin - walled quasi-micronozzle (No. 2) made of pyrex glass

Fig. 6. Photo of the pyrex-glass micronozzle (No. 2).

The thin-walled quasi-micronozzle made of pyrex glass with the throat diameter d2 = 0.31 mm is shown
in fig. 6. At the microjet combustion the micronozzle is heated by the «bottleneck flame region» with
its temperature exceeding 400 - 5000C (see fig’s. 1, 2 of Ref. [11]). As seen in fig. 7, the «bottleneck
flame region» is rapidly diminished at the growth of hydrogen flow rate in the range of Q = 40 – 55
cm3/s.

Fig. 7. The extent of «bottleneck flame region» (l/d) vs hydrogen volume flow rate (Q) and the microjet combustion at
variation of the mass flow rate (Q/S) in the nozzle throat in the absence of «bottleneck flame region».
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At further increase of the volume flow rate the «bottleneck flame region» is no longer observed. The
turbulent flame becomes separated from the nozzle at Q ranging from 62 to 106 cm3/s, the mass flow
rate through the nozzle throat being Q/S = 7.2 – 12.8 g/cm2s, until the microjet combustion is
terminated. The microjet efflux velocity taken as U = Q/S makes at Q = 106 cm3/s a supersonic value
close to 1.15 of the hydrogen sonic speed. Similarly to that in the case of metallic micronozzle, the
above formula can not be used to determine the flow velocity with a reasonable accuracy. Nevertheless,
the combustion of hydrogen microjet definitely occurs in supersonic conditions. This conclusion is
supported by the absence of «bottleneck flame region» and the flame detachment (fig. 7) that is in
contrast with the subsonic combustion of microjet, see Ref. [10]. Once again, the transition to
supersonic regime is promoted by heating of the thin-walled micronozzle which is subject to fast
cooling by ambient air due to the low heat capacity of the nozzle.
4.3

Supersonic thin - walled quasi-micronozzle (No. 3) made of pyrex glass

Fig. 8. Photo of the pyrex-glass micronozzle (No. 3).

Fig. 8 shows the thin-walled quasi-micronozzle made of pyrex glass with the throat diameter d2 = 0.39
mm. This micronozzle is also heated by the «bottleneck flame region» with its temperature exceeding
400 - 5000C (see fig’s. 1, 2 of Ref. [11]). Due to the low thermal capacity of the thin-walled nozzle (fig.
8), the latter is subject to fast cooling by surrounding air that may have an effect on the diffusion
combustion of the round hydrogen microjet. Fig. 9 shows that the «bottleneck flame region» is rapidly
diminished at the growth of hydrogen flow rate in the range of Q = 43 – 70 cm3/s. At further increase of
the volume flow rate the «bottleneck flame region» is no longer observed. The turbulent flame becomes
separated from the nozzle at Q ranging from 80 to 130 cm3/s, the mass flow rate through the nozzle
throat being Q/S = 6.2 – 9.6 g/cm2s. The microjet combustion is terminated at Q = 132 cm3/s. The
microjet efflux velocity taken as U = Q/S makes at Q = 130 cm3/s a transonic value about 0.85 of the
hydrogen sonic speed similarly to that in the case of metallic nozzle, see Sect. 4.1. It was already noted
that the above formula can not be used to determine the flow velocity with a reasonable accuracy. As in
the previous cases, the absence of «bottleneck flame region» and the flame detachment demonstrated in
fig. 9 are clear indications of the supersonic combustion. Here we emphasize again that the transition to
ISFV18 – Zurich, Switzerland – 2018
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supersonic regime is promoted by heating of the thin-walled micronozzle which is subject to fast
cooling by surrounding air due to the low thermal capacity.

Fig. 9. The extent of «bottleneck flame region» (l/d) vs hydrogen volume flow rate (Q) and the microjet combustion at
variation of the mass flow rate (Q/S) in the nozzle throat in the absence of «bottleneck flame region».

Fig. 10. Photo (a) and a shadow image (b) of the «bottleneck flame region» at the exit of quasi-micronozzle (No. 3)
at the volume flow rate Q = 60cm3/s (U = 496 m/s).

Consider in more detail the evolution of «bottleneck flame region» which is observed at small volume
flow rates. As seen in Fig. 10, the «bottleneck flame region» originates in the diffuser of quasimicronozzle, thus heating the wall. With growth of the flow rate (the microjet efflux velocity) this flow
ISFV18 – Zurich, Switzerland – 2018
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region comes off the diffuser. At the microjet velocity reaching the supersonic range, the «bottleneck
flame region» disappears with the detachment of turbulent flame from the nozzle, see fig. 9. Also, a
temperature effect on the extent of «bottleneck flame region» is to be noted here. The point is that the
«bottleneck flame region» is enlarged at increasing temperature of the micronozzle during the diffusion
combustion of round hydrogen microjet emanating from the supersonic quasi-micronozzle with the
throat diameter of 0.39 mm at a constant volume flow rate of Q = 70 cm3/s (U = 578 m/s). This effect is
opposite to the influence of the microjet velocity upon the size of «bottleneck flame region» in
subsonic conditions which is reduced at the jet acceleration.
5

Comparison of the results for different micronozzles

The experimental results on combustion of the hydrojen microjets illustrated in figs. 4, 7, and 9 are
summarized in figs. 11 and 12. Apparently, the data shown as functions of the mass flow rate Q/S in
fig. 12 are less scattered than those plotted versus the volume flow rate Q in fig. 11, thus providing
more correct representation of the experimental results.

Fig. 11. The extent of «bottleneck flame region» (l/d) vs hydrogen volume flow rate (Q) and the microjets combustion
at variation of the mass flow rate (Q/S) in the nozzle throat in the absence of «bottleneck flame region» for the
micronozzles Nos. 1 to 3.

As seen in figs 11 and 12, the diffusion combustion of hydrogen microjets in conditions of the thinwalled micronozzles is completely different from that in the case of thick-walled micronozles, see Ref.
[10]. At the diffusion combustion of hydrogen microjets emanating from the thick-walled
micronozzles, the «bottleneck flame region» is found in a wide range of hydrogen flow rate (at
transonic velocities of the microjets). This observation testifies to the subsonic combustion of microjet
at its efflux velocity close to the sonic speed and even higher. We expect that such a behavior is
explained by the high thermal capacity of a thick-walled micronozzle which is heated by the
«bottleneck flame region». The nozzle heating as well as variations of the density and viscosity of fluid
at transonic velocities result in the nozzle chocking.
In the present case of thin-walled micronozzles the microjet velocity was not measured, however, there
are several indications of the transition to supersonic regime. These are the disappearance of
«bottleneck flame region», the flame detachment from the nozzle exit, and the generation of flow
structures which look very similar to the shock cells of supersonic jets, see fig. 5. Here we also expect a
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pronounced contribution of temperature effects to the above observations due to the low heat capacity
of thin-walled micronozzles with their fast cooling so that the “bottleneck flame region” can not be
sustained at high microjet velocities. In these conditions, contrary to that in the case of thick-walled
micronozzles of Ref. [10], the nozzle chocking does not occur.

Fig. 12. The extent of «bottleneck flame region» (l/d) vs hydrogen mass flow rate (Q/S) and the microjet combustion
at variation of the mass flow rate (Q/S) in the nozzle throat in the absence of «bottleneck flame region».for the
micronozzles Nos. 1 to 3.

6 Conclusions
The main conclusions of the present experimental study on the supersonic diffusion combustion of
hydrogen microjets are as follows:
• A scenario of the supersonic diffusion combustion of round hydrogen microjets is proposed.
• Some features of the supersonic diffusion combustion of round hydrogen microjets are revealed
including the disappearance of “bottleneck flame region”, the flame detachment from the nozzle
exit, and the generation of shock cells in the separated flame.
• Basically, the present scenario of diffusion combustion is realized because of the low heat capacity
of thin-walled micronozzles which are subject to fast cooling so that the “bottleneck flame region”
can not be sustained at high microjet velocities.
• It is shown that with increase of the micronozzle heating by the “bottleneck flame region” at a
fixed microjet velocity, this particular flow region is expanded.
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